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Oak Tree Times
All the news that’s ﬁt for camp….

How Should Nellie the Narwhal Wear Her Hat?
Remember:

THIS FRIDAY IS CRAZY HAT DAY!

1: On the horn
2: Behind the horn
3: On the side of her head
Please cast your vote in
the folder near the OTT
room!
VOTE ENDS FRIDAY AT
THE END OF CAMP!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sincerely,
Nellie the Narwhal’s Friend.

The Backwards Clock 3
Uh.. today I uh.. Got a question in my folder that said
Wesley’s teeth? I don’t exactly know what is wrong
with his teeth but I do keep promises so I will write
about them so here goes nothing! So I know this is
weird but I looked at his teeth and it looked kind of
like there was a u shape and then it did a weird curving thing. So it kind
of looked like a smiley face. But other than that his teeth are 98%
normal:)
The Daily Sports Center Column
Hey and welcome back to daily sports center. Today we are going about
the man with the most rings, Bill Russell. Bill Russell was drafted in 1956
to the Atlanta Hawks, but before he could play he was traded to the
Boston Celtics. In his rookie year he won the championship and averaged
14.7 points, 19.6 rebonds, and 1.8 artist (AST). After the 1957-1958
season he won 8 straight championships which is a basketball (NBA)
record. Also he holds the record for most championship wins in a career
with 11. His career stats are 15.1 points, 22.5 rebounds, and 4.3 AST. Put
suggestions for players I should do statistics on in my folder. Good bye.
By Tim

Tag
Hi! My name Keira Zhuo and I
was finally tagged! (Dramatic
voice):For three long years have
I waited for this moment!
Introductions aside, I am a
human with many passions.
Including: drawing, reading,
every thing about the theatre,
nature and kobodu. My favorite
thing about camp besides my
friends is that every year I do
and learn something new.
Something that I wouldn’t every
think about trying; this year, it’s
dance. I’ve never danced before
and consider myself clumsy.
However I decided to take a
dance class (Musical Theatre
Tap and Jazz) here and I
absolutely love it! Enough about
me, I tag Vicky Kutta!

THIS WEEK!
We are
collecting
BOOK
DONATIONS for
kids ages 2 → 15!
The books can be in
English OR Spanish!
For Puerto Rican families
who had to leave their
homes and are currently
living in Boston and Dedham
The book bin is at the Front
Desk.
Thanks!!
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HI-lo, it’s JOHNTORPEY!!!! Now MR. PIKY!!!! Now we're talking
about the truble with ze braces. I don't have braces but I
know what they're used for. They're very important but
sometimes they get in the way of your eating habits: say you
always eat beef-- If you have braces,you Can't eat it as
easily! And if you do have braces you can only eat stuff like
ice cream now. I like and/or love ice cream but if you eat too
much of it you can get very sick! But the good thing about
braces is that it can help your teeth stay healthy and look
good! Thank you, anonymous person and other people for
putting all this stuff in my folder. See you next week!!!! That
was brought to you by the OTT Room and the Piky Guy. Bye.

Classroom Spies: Jazz 2

Hello CAAPers! We have gotten a suggestion to spy on Jazz 2.
So, we didn’t! Just kidding, of course we did. This class is Period
3 and is taught by Grace Gehrenbeck Shim. There isn’t any C.I.T.
in Jazz 2. Also speaking of CITs, CIT appreciation day is on
Friday, Week 4. Anyways, for their rst dance they are doing Fix
You by Coldplay. It is a beautiful, contemporary/jazz dance.
“Make sure to make your arms very soft, at that part, like a
string is pulling your hand up” says Grace as she cleans the
dance, making sure it is all nice and neat. They are performing it
on Wednesday, Week 3, during Sylvie’s noontime show. They
actually were choreographing a dance to Hallelujah the rst 3
days, but then Grace realized the Holly’s class Modern 1 did a
dance to it last year! It was a bummer since they had a late start
to the rst dance, but we think we like the Fix You dance even
better. For the second dance they are dancing to Kill the Lights
by Alex Newell, Jess Glynne and DJ Cassidy. It is going to be a
fast and fun jazz dance. We can’t wait to see it! Thank you for
giving us many suggestions, and we now have no shortage of
classes to right about. If you want to give us a suggestion, and
see a your class in the OTT, put a note in our folder right outside
the OTT room, room 312. The Classroom Spies are signing o !
- Classroom Spies
This information is certi ed by the CIA CAAP Intelligence Agency

●
●
●
●
●

Upcoming CAAP Events:
Friday 7/13 - Crazy Hat Day!
Wednesday 7/20 - CIT Appreciation Day!
Wednesday 7/25 - Junior Musical!
Thursday 7/26 - Half Day of Camp
Friday 7/27 - FESTIVAL DAY!!!!

7/11/18

WEDNESDAY MORNING PLAYLIST

1. You can’t hurry love
‐Supremes
2. I can’t help myself ‐Four
tops
3. Dancing in the street
‐Martha Reeves + the
Vandellas
4. Signed Sealed delivered
‐Stevie Wonder
5. I want you back
‐Jacksons
6. Son of a preacher man
‐Dusty Springfield
7. Baby love ‐Supremes
8. Superstron ‐Stevie
Wonder
9. ABC jacksons
10. Don’t leave me this way
‐Tlema houstan
11. Pm coming out ‐Diana
Ross
12. Since you’ve been gone
‐Kell

The Pet Wizard
Hello everybody! This is the
6th issue of the Pet Wizard,
and today I got one question.
It says, Why do house cats
hate water? Well, cats groom
themselves, and they like the
way it feels or smells. But then
when you wash them with
water, it feels and smells
different and to them it’s like
you’re making them work
more because they need to
clean themselves again to
smell normal (to them). I hope
this helped and thanks for
reading! The Pet Wizard
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Editors Note* Yesterday WAS NOT Friday So….

TUESDAY, we had an awesome noon time show! It was hosted
by Tony and Pell. It started with Hip Hop, who did an actionfilled
dance that was very fun to watch. Second, the SCREEEEEEN
made its first appearance with a cool slideshow from Photo 2. Next, we had Songwriting joined with Kevin’s
Improv to perform a, uh, beautiful silent song, which was hilarious! After that, Video Editing showed us a video
that went perfectly with the silly song. Then, Afro performed a fun and cool dance. Finally, Tony and friends
performed an amazing and impressive Street Hype dance, which received a muchdeserved standing ovation
to end our noon time show.
TODAY:
Today the noon time show was Sylvie and Henry. First we had Ariel R. from Songwriting perform a song.
Second we saw all the costumes from Costumes (period 5) and then we got to see Hip Hop Hooray dance to
Fresh Prince of Bel Air. After that the SCREEEEEN came down and we saw a slideshow of Henry and Sylvie
having fun a CAAP for the past 13 years. At the end of the slide we saw a picture of Sylvie in Jazz 2. After that
we got to actually see Jazz 2 dance! At the end we had another announcement from CIT´s Zach and Jenna. I
can't wait for Crazy hat day! I thought the Noontime Show was fabulous.

Beach Time!
By Ellie Grimes

On Sunday, I went Wingaersheek Beach!The drive was really long, but it was
worth it. It was the best beach trip that I’ve ever had, especially because my
mom was not working. I jumped waves, built sand castles, and collected
seashells. We had my moms housefamous lettuce, turkey, and cheese
sandwich (literally, SANDwiches!). My mom and I walked in the sea, all the way
to a small sandbar. For a while, we were the farthest people out there. Then, we
adventured on to lots of rocks. We saw some small and some BIG tidepools
with little snails clinging to the walls. Meanwhile, my dad was in the tent, getting
eaten up by greenheads. By the time my mom and I got back, it was already time to leave! But first, I needed to
get unburied (my mom had buried me in sand.) But then I was all sandy, so I had to take a quick rinseoff.
Then, we were finally ready. We packed up our bags and then we headed out. We sat in the car for an hour,
talking about the wonderful experience we had just enjoyed. I really enjoyed playing in the sandmy family
really needed a break, and I’m really glad we had a chance to take a day and relax.
What Highlighter is Best For You?
A highlighter is a makeup product that is made to reflect and show off the high points of your face. It
can be placed on the cheekbones, brow bones, nose, chin, and anywhere else. Highlighter can be used and
made in many different finishes. Powder highlighter is the most popular. However creme, stick, and liquid
highlighter can all be gorgeous when used correctly. Colourpop sells great creme and powder highlighters that
are sold for about $8 and the quality is amazing. Becca is known for its best selling Champagne Pop
highlighter. All of their powder highlighters are good although they are extremely expensive. Some highlighters
give a glowy look, and some give a blinding look. Usually a good highlight will give you either, and anything in
between so you can build it up.
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Hi I’m back! I got a note that said Cheesecake factory
so that's what I’m going to do. Cheesecake factory is a
very good restaurant with the best cheesecake I’ve
ever had. They have all different foods to like salad,
pasta, salmon, and lots more. This is a review:
The service here was phenomenal! Out waiter checked on us
often, made suggestions and was very friendly! The food was also
great. I had the orange chicken with white rice. The chicken was
crispy and sweet. I would say that it was better than some the
orange chicken I've ordered in Chinese restaurants. The portions are
large so you can share a plate between two people. My sister
ordered their tacos and loved It. She said that the meat was juicy
and cooked perfectly. This is the plate that was suggested by the
waiter and she absolutely loved it! Overall great experience!
I agree with this review!

Interviewing A Random Person
What is your schedule at camp?
Soapstone carving, OTT, Budding Artists, Clay for
all ages, mystery materials.
What is your favorite color?
Light purple.
What Are your favorite food(s)?
I love all foods.
What do you like to do in your free time?
Play basketball
What is your favorite hobby (s)?
Painting, writing, and dancing
Who is your favorite singer?
Dia Lupa
Do you speak any other languages?
I speak french.
Do you do dance during the year?
Yes I do!
what is your favorite subject?
OTT
It is Ryley!

The Baseball Game
Anonymous
On Tuesday night I went to the baseball
game between the Boston Red Sox and the
Texas Rangers. My dad is a doctor, and his
company invited us to it. They rented this suite
thing, and the seats were really nice. They had a
great view of the field, and the Red Sox won 8
to 4. It was a really good experience, and I hope
that they invite us again soon.
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PART 2
The very next morning I went to school and i thought
and thought about the letter I received yesterday. After
school I went to the park. I saw something white. I
hurried over and I picked it up. What was it? Was it
another letter? Could it be? I opened very carefully again
it says it in big words: GOOD YOU CAME TO THE
PARK, NOW IT'S THE TIME YOU GET HOME AT
3:00 AND DON’T BE LATE IT WILL BE INSIDE OF
YOUR BED. Still it doesn't say who it’s from. I came
home as quickly as I could. I said hi to my mom and dad.
They asked me why I was late coming home. All I said
was “friends”... slow walk “dropping off friends”. I said
all of that while I was walking up the stairs and slammed
the door shut. I pulled over the sheet of my bed and I
looked at the clock it was 3:05. I was 5 minutes late I
took the note and this time I went under my covers so if
my mom comes in the room she won't see it. “Vanessa
honey are you in there?” said Mom turning the
doorknob. My lips were trembling with fear. I quickly
hid the envelope under my bed. I hope my mom doesn't
notice the bump inside my blanket. “What are you doing
Vanessa?” said mom looking at me, “it’s 9:54 honey it’ss
almost time for bed”. “Aww mom can I just stay up a
little longer?” I did the little pouty cute face I’m sure that
will work I mumbled inside of my head. “No vanessa go
to bed, I will tuck you in”. “Fine” I said and I went
inside of my covers. My mom kissed me goodnight. The
next morning all I could remember was a knot drifting
by my face and I was falling from the sky trying to get
back up. There was a person he looked very similar but I
just couldn’t see him that well. He was blurry, and after
that I couldn’t remember anything. I just went back to
sleep till tomorrow but strangely it happened yesterday.
But then I fainted till the very next day.
By ………….
RIDDLE
16, 06, 68, 88, ?, 98
What’s the “?”
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What’s In Lev’s Bag??
Why hello, my fellow CAAPers! I have recently
taken a large interest as to what is in CIT Lev’s bag that
he brings to camp, so Lev and I sat on the ﬂoor of the
OTT room and pulled out everything in his bag. He
explained what the item was (yes, some of it did need
explaining) and I typed up a list. So now I bring to you…
WHAT’S IN LEV’S BAG?
In the bag:
Water Bo le
Small usb cable with adaptor
Ba ery charger
Wireless earbuds
Sharpie
3 Pens
2 Flashlights
Power plug thing
Charger
Fountain pen
Red pen
Eraser
Pen 3
Pencil
Led
Chapstick
CAAP handbook
Great Scenes stuﬀ
Computer
Camera
Wallet
2 more pairs of earbuds
Carabiners
Ball
Keys
Lunch
Phone
Student Driver magnet
Post-it note that says, “YES”
2 Notebooks
Pack towel
Book
Wonderfully pink sunglasses
Tracker chip
Space blanket
Hammock straps’
Hammock
Small bag

Inside the small bag:
2 usb drives
Sd card
Small usb cable with adaptor
Ba ery charger
Wireless earbuds
2 tripods
Smartphone adapter for a tripod
Duct tape
Super glue
Digital audio recorder
5 foot aux cable
Box of stuﬀ
3 Adaptors
Micro sd to sd adaptor
Lock without a key
Lock pick set
Quarter 20 screw hot shoe adapter
Microﬁber cleaning cloth
Puzzle
Headlamp
Headphone jack ampliﬁer
Purell
First aid kit
Metal spork

“What if instead of like breathing,
people had to drink Oxygen
instead?” Jacob Duarte Perlovsky
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How to Annoy your Parents
By Juliana
Follow them around the house
Moo when they say your name
When you’re having a family dinner, get up
and start dancing and singing
Swim around on the floor and pretend Jaws
is chasing you
Every time you get in the bath/shower, yell
“I´M DROWNING”
Leave trails of skittles around the house and
say you’re making a trail to candyland
Wear your shirt on your waist and your
pants on your head and say you’re making
a fashion statement
Ask your parents if they like your outfit, if
they say yes, say “Ahhh. Now I have to go
change!”
Run into walls
Ask pointless questions
Speak in a random accent all day
If your mom has makeup, give yourself a
wonderful makeover
Flip the light switch on and off for a while
then say “Ahhh, now I get it.”
Draw on your face
Go into their room at 4 in the morning with a
big grin on your face and say “Good
morning sunshine!!!!!”
Snort when you laugh.
If you play an instrument, play it really loudly
and badly. When your parents tell you to
stop, say, “my teacher said I need to
practice!”
Chase your pet around the house and say
it’s mocking you.
Pluck someone’s hair out and yell “DNA!!!!!”
Say that taking showers, doing chores,
brushing your teeth, (ect.) is against your
religion.
!!!!Please note that some of these could
get you into trouble!!!!!
Enjoy annoying your parents!
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TALLY
Hello CAAPers! Today in OTT I asked
11 people in my period of OTT their
favorite color, animal, and food.
Here are the results!
Color- Blue: 8 people
Lavender: 1 person
Orange: 1 person
Teal: 1 person
Animal- Dog: 4 people
Puppy: 1 person
Dolphin: 1 person
Bunny: 1 person
Cheetah: 1 person
Stingray: 1 person
Owl: 1 person
Penguin: 1 person
Food- Spaghetti and meatballs: 2 people
Mac and Cheese: 1 person
Pineapple: 1 person
Sushi: 2 people
Skyline Chilli: 1 person
Pesto pasta: 1 person
Pasta: 3 people
That’s it for today, folks! -Somebody
It’s the recipe column!
Today i am going to show You how to make some Really good
roasted brussel sprouts!
INGREDIENTS
●
●
●
●

11/2 pounds of brussel sprouts
3 tablespoons olive oil
¾ kosher salt
½ teaspoon black pepper

DIRECTIONS
Preheat oven to 400 degrees F. Cut off the ends of the Brussels
sprouts and pull off any yellow outer leaves. Mix them in a
bowl with the olive oil, salt, and pepper. Transfer them to a
sheet pan and roast for 35 to 40 minutes, until crisp outside
and tender inside. Shake the pan from time to time to brown
the Brussels sprouts evenly. Sprinkle with more kosher salt
and serve hot.
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Tips To Being Alive:
Hi people of CAAP! Here is, as requested, Tips To
Being Alive! I value every adjective suggestion (i.e.
Tips To Being weird or annoying) that I’ve gotten so
far! I hope there aren’t any zombies here at CAAP,
but if there are, no worries! I’ll teach you just how to
be alive!
1) First Think: “What am I trying to get out of
this article?” I’m not sure if this article will be
very useful for you if you’re dead. In that
situation I think you may need some
immediate medical attention.
2) There are two diﬀerent types of the word
“alive.” Are you trying to revive yourself or
are you trying to feel thrill?
- Reviving yourself: Easy as pie! All you need
to do is watch Percy Jackson the movie or
read the book. The instructions out of the
underworld is right in front of us people!
- Feeling thrill: Many people get the feeling of
thrill in diﬀerent ways. Usually going on trips
or doing something exciting can make you
feel alive. Try something you haven’t before!
Zipline! Go to Six Flags! Learn something
you’ve wanted to learn for a while.
That is how to be more alive than Sia! Want a tip or
two with your life? You can put it in my folder outside
the OTT room. Tips To Being ___.
Sincerely,
A Tips Expert.

Won't You Be My Neighbor?
A documentary honoring
an amazing man (in my
opinion) it goes along his life
as Daniel Tiger and Mr.
Rogers (his TV name). It made
me realize that he was a
really kind man. I personally
remember really liking his
show. The movie is rated PG 13 because it
touches up on some of the violent time of life
and how he handled them.
Short review by: Charlotte Hanselman
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Weird things my cats say and do.
By: Shayla Jones
So my cats meow but to
me they talk in a voice of a
human, this is true really.
When I ask what they want
they tell me what they
want. For example, they
tell me when they want to
play or that they want to
go outside for a walk. My mom can hear it
sometimes but not all the time. They mostly
say “why mom’’, weird right? Well, I’m kind of
their mom. Another weird thing my cat does
is that he eats without chewing, and my
other cat eats bugs. Now, that’s weird!

Random Guy: Pineapple on Pizza
Pineapple on pizza should be one of the 7 deadly
sins. It’s up there along with liking Jake Paul, getting
minecraft macro hacks, and getting perm banned on
Fortnite. Pineapple on pizza is the worst thing since titles
on youtube like:
I FOUND DAME TU COSTIA IN FORTNITE (NOT
CLICKBATE) *CRAZY.* The lord and savior, Gordon
Ramsey, even said “I don’t put ******* pineapple on
my pizza.” I know there are pineapple on pizza lovers
out there, but just STOP. Pineapple on pizza is too sweet
for me, it gets rid of any original taste of the pizza.
Although it’s not stooping as low as P U M P K I N P I
Z Z A.
Sincerely, Random Guy
jc advise colllm
hllioh evey one1, today answer more queidjn!
qestion 1: what can i do to be a better person?
of course
question 2: who is the president of 2020?
me
quesion 3: what is math?
i dunno
question 7: who?
Me
question 6: eedt
thNKS for 4eadin arti0le jacob
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Interviewing Mia Mckeigue
By Natalie Alexander
Natalie: So Mia, how are you liking camp?
Mia: Good. I love camp!
Natalie: And what would you rate camp from
1-10?
Mia: 20!
Natalie: What is your favorite class?
Mia: That’s really hard so I am just going to say…
everything!
Natalie: Why?
Mia: Because… uh… they are all super fun?
Natalie: Great! If there was one thing you could
change about camp what would it be?
Mia: Um.. I would change… uh… um... that we
didn’t have chromebooks in OTT.
Natalie: Well, what would you have?
Mia:Those big desktop computers.
Natalie: So now the world (of CAAP) knows what
you think of camp!
Mia: Yay. (sarcastically)

Colors
Scientists have shown that we can see about 1,000
levels of light and dark, 100 levels of red and green
and 100 levels of yellow and blue in a single
viewing condition in a laboratory. This means that
the total number of colors we can see is about
1,000 times 100 times 100 =10,000,000 (10 million)
● Did you know that the color green has the
most shades out of all the rainbow colors
● The most popular color is blue
● Red is the first color a baby sees
● Men and women see colors differently
● If you have anger management issues paint
your walls pink. It calms you down.
● To avoid a car accident, paint your car white
● Looking at red & yellow makes you hungry
● Chromophobia is the fear of colors
● Chickens calm down when they see red
● Colors affect taste
● Red can hurt your performance on exams
● Mosquitos love blue
● “Bulls hate red” is a total myth
● Yellow makes you dizzy
● Black is not actually colorit is the absence
of light.
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Interview
Hello CAAPers! Today in OTT I interviewed one of
my friends. Here are the results!
Me: How old are you and what year is it for you at
CAAP?
Friend: I am 11 years old and this is my first year and
week.
Me: What is your schedule?
Friend: OTT, break it make it, band without borders,
POW, free swim.
Me: What do you like to do in your freetime?
Friend: Play games, read, and write.
Me: Do you have any siblings? If yes, older or
younger?
Friend: I have a younger sister named Hannah who is
nine, I have a younger brother named Jeremy who is
four, and I have a younger puppy named Cody who
is a few months old.
Me: What is your favorite class at CAAP so far?
Friend: Band without borders.
Me: How do you like your pancakes?
Friend: I like them with a ton of syrup!
Me: Nothing else?
Friend: Well, on rare occasions I have them with
cherry sauce.
Me: Do you like what you are doing this second? If
yes, why?
Friend: Yes… because I like being interviewed!
That’s it for today! See you tomorrow! -Somebody

How to be Safe on the Web
-If the website you’re on asks for personal information
(credit card number, social security number, address,
password, etc) give them it.
-If you purchase something, and there’s an option
allowing the people to go into your house, click yes.
-If a website says “allow photos to be used”, and it’s a
tracker app, click allow.
-If a website says Download in 20 diﬀerent places, click
all of them.
-If your computer says VIRUS DETECTED x out.
-If you get tons of spam on your g-mail account, read all
of it.
-Never click Skip Ad on advertisements, they are
fascinating so you should watch them.
-If you’re in a chat box on a video game and some
people are having a big ﬁght about politics, religion, and
the economy, join in and make the ﬁght bigger.
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